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Aegon Asset Management’s responsible
investment capabilities
At Aegon Asset Management, we are active, engaged
and responsible investors. By investing responsibly, we
aim to minimise risk and explore new opportunities as
we seek to generate value for our clients.
We launched our first ethical equity fund in 1989. Since then, we
have broadened our capabilities to include ethical corporate bond
and cautious managed funds. In 2016 we expanded our range
with the launch of a global sustainable equity fund. In 2021 we
continued to evolve our sustainable investment offerings with the
transition of our Diversified Growth Fund to a sustainable mandate
and to enhance our UK sustainable range by converting our Global
Equity Fund to mirror the Irish-domiciled Global Sustainable
Equity Fund. Further changes have been made in 2022, with our
UK Opportunities Fund transitioning to a sustainable mandate
and our Irish-domiciled Short Dated Investment Grade Bond Fund
converting to the Global Short Dated Climate Transition Fund,
incorporating climate-related transition analysis. We believe
offering this full range of RI options for clients reflects the
changing demands of the market.
Building on our rich heritage of responsible investment stretching
over the past 30 years, we’ve built a comprehensive responsible
investment approach consisting of three pillars: ESG integration,
active ownership and solutions. We integrate ESG factors across
our investment platform, lead active ownership activities and
provide focused responsible investment (RI) solutions.

Commitment to responsible investing

£123 billion ^
total assets in responsible investment solutions

Aegon Asset Management has a rich heritage in ESG investing
and a distinctive approach, blending sustainability leaders with the
superior performance potential of sustainability improvers. As a
firm, Aegon AM is committed to generating alpha sustainably.

£271 billion

Total assets under management and advice

Over 1,200

Employees serving clients worldwide

30+

Years of responsible investing

£123 billion

Total assets in responsible investment solutions*

13

Locations across Europe, the Americas and Asia

We believe responsible investing creates opportunities to generate
value and may contribute to long-term outperformance. As a
result, we systematically integrate ESG factors into our bottom-up
research process for corporate fixed income and equity issuers. By
integrating ESG considerations with economic factors, the research
teams seek to identify financially material ESG factors and arrive at
an independent view of the investment.
As of 30 June 2022. *Assets under management/advisement excludes joint ventures. Total responsible investment solutions includes £108.8 billion of strategies with exclusions, £8.9 billion of best-in-class strategies, £2.5 billion of
sustainability-themed strategies as well as £3.3 billion of impact investments.

Two Aegon AM funds transition to sustainability range
We have updated two of our existing Equity and Fixed
Income funds to formalise the ESG characteristics, with
one additionally incorporating climate-related criteria.
UK equity fund, Aegon UK Sustainable Opportunities Fund
(previously Aegon UK Opportunities Fund), was updated on 28 July
2022. While the consideration of ESG factors has been part of the
Fund’s investment approach for some time, this change formally
introduces a small number of sustainability-based exclusions
to the investment universe. It also requires that each security
that is considered for the Fund be analysed from a sustainability
perspective by Aegon AM’s
Responsible Investment Team.
The Fund’s co-managers are now
Audrey Ryan and Sajeer Ahmed
(pictured left) with Philip Haworth
acting as support manager.
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We have also amended the policy of the Short Dated Investment
Grade Bond Fund and renamed it Aegon Global Short Dated
Climate Transition Fund to reflect the changes. Effective from 15
July 2022, the Irish-domiciled fund uses a proprietary five-tier ESG
categorisation and selects the best performers as determined by
the ESG criteria. In addition, the Investment Manager will utilise
dedicated and proprietary climate transition research to direct
investments towards companies that have robust and credible plans
to transition towards a low-carbon economy and are therefore
better aligned with the net-zero goals of investors. The Fund is now
categorised as Article 8 of the EU Sustainable Financial Disclosure
Regulations (SFDR). The fund is managed by Iain Buckle and Rory
Sandilands (pictured right). Many
of you will know Iain as the
co-manager of both the Ethical
Corporate Bond fund and the
Ethical Cautious Managed Fund
and he has long experience of
managing fixed income portfolios
with an ESG restriction.

Funds in focus
Quarterly review of specialist ethical and sustainable funds
In this section we profile our ethical and sustainable funds and report on performance and investment strategy for the
quarter to 30 September 2022.

Euan McNeil

Iain Buckle
Co-managers of the
Aegon Ethical Corporate
Bond Fund

Aegon Ethical Corporate Bond Fund

Launch

The Fund posted a return of -10.57% over the third quarter compared
to -10.02% for the median fund in the peer group.**

Fund size

28 April 2000
£417 million
Sterling Corporate

Sector
Corporate Bonds made modest progress over the first half of
Bond
September, before moving dramatically wider over the last week of
Holdings
152
the period. The catalyst for the extreme weakness in credit was the
aggressive sell-off in the gilt market, which was a direct function
Distribution yield
3.20%
of the mini-budget announcement in the UK. Whilst the spending
Modified duration
5.95 years
commitments announced were largely as expected, the unfunded
tax cuts raised concerns over the government’s fiscal credibility, with
borrowing costs moving sharply higher as a result. The scale of the sell-off in gilts precipitated a wave of forced
selling in credit, as margin calls were made to cover losses in derivatives linked to government bonds.

Having believed valuations at the end of June were very attractive on an historical basis – and positioned the
portfolio accordingly – the recovery in credit spreads we saw in the first half of the quarter helped the fund
to perform broadly in line with median. However, the fund suffered over the course of the second half of the
quarter, with the renewed weakness in subordinated financial credit and corporate hybrids – especially insurance
paper – detrimental to performance. Holdings in Legal and General, Zurich and M&G were all markedly weaker in
September. The fund’s exposure to Housing Association paper – which is typically long-dated in nature – was also
detrimental given the aggressive sell-off in duration we saw towards the end of the quarter.
As we move towards the end of the year, we are very constructive on the outlook for the credit market. Whilst
fears over sustained inflation are understandable, we believe current valuation levels in corporate bond markets
discount a significant amount of bad news.

Audrey Ryan

Manager, Aegon Ethical
Equity Fund

Aegon Ethical Equity Fund

Launch

The Fund returned -4.38%, marginally behind the peer group median
return of -4.21% and the FTSE All-Share return of -3.45%.*

Fund size

17 April 1989
£449 million

Sector
UK All Companies
Sector allocation was a modest positive despite the lack of exposure to oil
Holdings
61
& gas, basic resources and consumer staples, which continued to perform
well. The weighting in software and computer services was a key positive
contributor. Having no pharmaceuticals in the fund, driven by our ethical criteria, was also beneficial. Similar to last
quarter, our tilt towards small and mid-cap stocks relative to the FTSE All-Share detracted from performance.
Key stock contributors included two positions in the software and computer services sector, namely, GB Group (the
global identity verification, location intelligence and fraud detection business) and Aveva (engineering software).
Both companies were subject to potential bids. Other holdings that performed well included Diploma and 4imprint
Group, with both names rallying after issuing reassuring trading updates. Diploma is an international supplier of
specialist technical products & services in the life sciences, seals and controls sectors, while 4imprint Group markets
promotional merchandise, pre-dominantly in the US.
The main detractors over the quarter included Unite, the UK student accommodation provider. The company’s
shares fell back due to the UK macro policy and increase in interest rates, although it highlighted strong demand for
student accommodation. Genuit, the sustainable construction products business and Ascential, the media specialist in
information services and exhibitions. Genuit’s also struggled over the quarter.
The fund continues to carry a higher weighting in small and mid-cap stocks than the FTSE All-Share and remains
overweight software & computer services, industrial support services, media and life insurance. The limited exposure
to energy, materials and large banks, as a result if our ethical criteria, remains in place.

*Source: Lipper, NAV to NAV, noon prices, GBP, income reinvested, net of ongoing charges, excluding entry or exit charges, B (Acc) shares.
**Source: Lipper, NAV to NAV, noon prices, GBP, income reinvested, net of ongoing charges, excluding entry or exit charges, net of 20% income tax in periods
before 06/04/2017, B (Acc) shares.
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Aegon Ethical Cautious Managed Fund

Launch

1 March 2007

The Fund returned -6.75% in the third quarter of 2022, behind the peer Fund size
group median return of -3.08%.*
Sector

Audrey Ryan

Iain Buckle
Co-managers of the
Aegon Ethical Cautious
Managed Fund

£259 million
Mixed (20-60% shares)

Despite performing relatively well at the start of the period both
bonds and equities declined significantly as the challenging economic
Holdings
168
backdrop and geopolitical uncertainties continued to weigh on markets.
The new UK government leadership unveiled a fiscal package towards the end of the period, which was not well
received by the markets or sterling. Central banks also re-confirmed the need to move interest rates higher to
help combat rising inflation.
Within the equity portfolio, the lack of exposure to oil & gas, basic resources and consumer staples detracted.
The weighting in software and computer services added value. Having no pharmaceuticals, driven by our ethical
criteria, was also beneficial. Our tilt towards small and mid-cap stocks detracted from performance.

Positive contributors within stock selection included software and computer services names, GB Group and
Aveva - both were subject to potential bids. Our holdings in Diploma and 4imprint Group also added value; both
companies re-assured on trading. Stocks which fared less well included Unite, the UK student accommodation
provider, Genuit, the sustainable construction products business and Ascential, the media specialist in information
services and exhibitions.
The fixed income portfolio performed relatively well initially but suffered in the second half of the period, with
the renewed weakness in subordinated financial credit and corporate hybrids – especially insurance paper
– detrimental to performance. Holdings in Legal and General, Zurich and M&G were all markedly weaker in
September. The fund’s exposure to Housing Association paper – which is typically long-dated in nature – was also
detrimental given the aggressive sell-off in duration we saw towards the end of the quarter.

Aegon Sustainable Diversified Growth Fund

Colin Dryburgh

The Fund returned -3.58% over the third quarter compared to the
benchmark (RPI +4%) return of 3.29%.* Global equity markets in USD
declined during the quarter and government bond yields rose sharply.
US and German 10-year yields each increased by 0.8% whereas UK gilt
prices and sterling declined following the UK’s ‘mini’ budget. UK gilt
yields rose by 1.8%, the largest quarterly rise in at least decades.

Launch

30 July 2010

Fund size

£585 million

Sector

Mixed Investment 4085% shares

Target
benchmark
Holdings

Robert-Jan van der Mark
Co-managers of the
Aegon Sustainable
Diversified Growth
Fund

117

Alternatives were the largest performance detractor. Government
bonds, credit and equities each delivered a negative return. The active
currency tilt delivered a positive contribution and there was little benefit from diversification. Within alternatives
renewables, infrastructure, and REITs each detracted from performance as the sharp move higher in government
bond yields was ultimately unsupportive for the valuation of several of these investments. Notable poor
performers included National Grid, Orsted and Digital Realty (US data centres).

Equities detracted from performance overall. Growth equities slightly outperformed the broader market but
income equities slightly underperformed. Each of the credit allocations detracted from performance. Due to their
lower interest rate sensitivity, high yield bonds held up slightly better than other corporate bonds, but government
bonds also detracted from performance. The active currency tilt delivered a positive performance contribution.
Long positions in US dollars, Japanese yen, Swiss francs and Norwegian krone all fared better than short positions
in sterling, Korean won, Taiwanese dollars and Canadian dollars.

*Source: Lipper, NAV to NAV, noon prices, income reinvested, net of ongoing charges, excluding entry or exit charges for B GBP Acc share class.
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RPI +4%

Aegon Global Sustainable Equity Fund and
Aegon Sustainable Equity Fund
Claire Marwick^

Malcolm McPartlin
Co-managers of
the Aegon Global
Sustainable Equity Fund
and Aegon Sustainable
Equity Fund

Aegon Global Sustainable Equity Fund
Launch

21 April 2016

The Aegon Global Sustainable Equity Fund performance followed the
same pattern as markets over the quarter, with good early gains later
given back. The fund returned 1.83% compared to the MSCI ACWI’s
1.49% gain.‡ The Aegon Sustainable Equity Fund returned 1.61% over
the quarter, underperforming the sector median return of 1.73%.*

Fund size

In terms of positive news, stocks with exposure to green energy and
renewable infrastructure spending were generally strong over the
quarter. A significant positive catalyst was the passing of the Inflation
Reduction Act in the US, which earmarks $369bn of provisions for clean
energy spending over a multi-year period. It’s hard to understate how
much of a game changer this could be and it is clear evidence of further
support for the long term growth prospects of companies with exposure
to the area, a number of which are held in the portfolio.

Aegon Sustainable Equity Fund

Index

£306 million
MSCI AC World Index

Holdings

38

Launch

30 October 1987

Fund size

£160 million

Sector

Global

Holdings

38

One of the stocks held that stands to benefit from the Act is Advanced
Drainage Systems, which makes water pipes and water management solutions from recycled plastics. Within the
portfolio, cloud-based regulatory software provider, Workiva, jumped on reports of takeover interest.
Healthcare name Penumbra beat top and bottom-line consensus and provided a confident outlook for the remainder
of the year and into 2023. Insulet was higher, as the launch of its latest version of the ‘Omnipod’ insulin delivery
device helped propel new patient starts to record numbers, and Genmab climbed on solid sales of its Darzalex drug
for multiple myeloma and further progress on its pipeline.
On the downside, Dechra Pharmaceuticals was the largest detractor. Laboratory testing and analysis business
Eurofins was also weaker. One holding that clearly has disappointed in its operational performance this year and
has consequently proved a tricky holding has been Adidas. Shares were dragged lower as the company issued a
significant downgrade to forward guidance and parted ways with CEO Casper Rorsted.
Calendar Year Performance
2021

2020

2019

2018

2017

Aegon Global Sustainable Equity Fund

9.34%

57.61%

38.16%

-8.11%

20.24%

MSCI All Countries Index (£)

20.14%

13.22%

22.38%

-3.27%

13.84%

Source: Lipper as at 31 December 2021. NAV to NAV, noon prices, income reinvested, net of ongoing charges, excluding entry or exit charges. Performance for
the Aegon Global Sustainable Equity Fund is for the B Acc GBP share class, the Fund launched 21 April 2016. The performance benchmark for the Aegon Global
Sustainable Equity Fund is the MSCI All Countries World Index. Benchmark source: Lipper. Note: index benchmarks have close of day prices.

Important information
Investment policy
In seeking to achieve its investment objective the Aegon Global Sustainable Equity Fund intends to invest in a
diversified portfolio of global equity securities which meet the Fund’s predefined sustainable criteria. Further
details of the sustainable criteria are set out in the Supplement. Within its sustainable criteria and the limits
set out above, the Fund is not restricted by country or market sector. It may also hold a limited range of other
investments and it is not constrained by any benchmark or index. The Fund may use derivatives (financial contracts
whose value is linked to an underlying asset) to manage risks and costs. The Fund is actively managed.
Risks
Liquidity: The Fund’s value may fall if shares, especially those of smaller companies, become more difficult to
trade or value due to market conditions, or lack of supply and demand.
Other markets: The Fund may invest in countries which have less developed political, economic and legal systems
and which provide fewer investor protections. Difficulties in buying, selling, safekeeping or valuing investments in
such countries may reduce the value of the Fund.
Full details of risks are disclosed in the ‘Risk Factors’ section of the Fund Supplement to the Prospectus.

‡Source: Lipper, NAV to NAV, noon prices, income reinvested, net of ongoing charges, excluding entry or exit charges for B GBP Acc share class
*Source: Lipper, NAV to NAV, noon prices, income reinvested, net of ongoing charges, excluding entry or exit charges for B GBP Acc share class.
^Appointed fund manager on 1 May 2022
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Aegon UK Sustainable Opportunities Fund

Launch

1 March 2007

Audrey Ryan

In July, we further strengthened our commitment to responsible
investment by transitioning our UK Sustainable Opportunities Fund.
The Fund implements the same tried and tested philosophy and
sustainability analysis process used across our existing sustainable fund
range, providing a UK-focused complement to our Global Sustainable
Equity strategy. It also sits alongside our Ethical Equity Fund in offering
investors an ESG-focused portfolio of UK companies.

Sajeer Ahmed

A key part of the fund’s process is the involvement of our independent Responsible Investment (RI) team, who
analyse each holding proposed for the fund and have power of veto on any stock that doesn’t meet our ESG
criteria. This is in addition to a range of initial exclusions, which rule out stocks with clear negative impacts on the
environment or society from the investment universe.

Co-managers of the
Aegon UK Sustainable
Opportunities Fund

Fund size
Sector

£113 million

UK All Companies

Holdings

The distinctive points that the fund offers investors are:
•

Three dimensions: Proprietary sustainability analysis framework evaluating products, practices and
improvement, carried out by our independent RI team

•

Small and mid cap growth tilt: Focusing on impactful, under-researched areas of the UK market

•

Sustainability improvers & leaders: Looking for companies with improving ESG characteristics, as well as
those that are already leaders

•

High conviction, high active share: A concentrated, bottom up portfolio that offers something different to
the index and peer funds.

Information on the Fund can be found on our website, or your Aegon Sales representative would be
delighted to discuss further. Commentary will be provided in the next edition.
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Iain Buckle

Rory Sandilands
Co-managers of the
Aegon Global Short Dated
Climate Transition Fund

Aegon Global Short Dated Climate Transition Fund

Launch

Over the course of the third-quarter the fund generated a return of
-1.82%.‡‡

Fund size

Yields on both short-dated government and corporate bonds moved
materially higher over the period, with the UK at the epicenter of the
weakness in global bond markets. With global inflation remaining
persistently high, investors struggled to price where both global
interest rates and credit spreads will peak.

Sector

4 March 2021
£492 million
Lipper Global £
Corporate Bond

Holdings
Distribution yield
Modified duration

128
1.92%
1.63 years

Credit markets reacted negatively to the volatility in interest rate
markets, with credit spreads reaching year-to-date wide levels in terms of average credit spread towards the end
of September. For the majority of the quarter the fund’s duration was approximately 1.8 years, however, in the
aftermath of the UK budget volatility we increased our duration position in the UK by 25bps.
We have scope to add further interest rate risk the portfolio, most likely in the US as we get closer to the top of
the interest rate cycle. The fund’s exposure to non-sterling assets protected it, to an extent, from the worst of the
turmoil in the UK. The poorest performing assets were to be found amongst the fund’s holding in the real estate
sector, including bonds from Hammerson and Aroundtown. We continue to regard IG credit as attractively priced
for the fundamental credit risks, and are comfortable reinvesting proceeds from maturing bonds back into the
market. New additions to the portfolio over the month included dollar denominated bonds from building materials
company CRH, and senior ranking euro bonds from banks ING, and Unicaja.

Important information
Investment policy
Invests predominantly in global investment grade (lower risk) bonds. The fund may also hold selected high yield
(higher risk) bonds, contingent convertible (higher risk) bonds and cash. Bonds will be issued by companies and
governments worldwide. A minumum of 80% of the Fund’s net assets will be invested in investment grade bonds
that have a residual maturity that does not exceed four years. The Fund is actively managed. The Fund may also
invest in derivatives (financial contracts whose value is linked to an underlying asset).
The Fund may invest up to 20% in emerging markets. In investment terms, this means those economies that are
still developing. Within the limits set out above, the Fund has discretion in its choice of investments and is not
restricted by market sector. It may also hold a limited range of other investments and it is not constrained by any
benchmark or index.
The Fund may use investment techniques to manage risks and costs. These techniques include ‘hedging’ (using
derivatives to reduce the risk associated with making investments in other currencies). The Fund may make
investments in any currency although the Investment Manager will hedge the majority of currency exposure arising
from bond positions back to the Fund’s Base Currency.
The Fund adheres to environmental, social and governance (‘ESG’) criteria for all of its bond investments
(excluding collective investment schemes, index derivatives and ancillary cash) which combines screening
investments along with ESG risks, performance assessment and climate related transition fundamental analysis.
The Investment Manager will use it’s proprietary ESG framework to assign an ESG category to each bond
investment ranging from 1to 5, with 1 being the highest category and 5 the lowest. The Fund will invest at least
90% of its assets in those securities with ESG categories 1, 2, or 3, with up to 10% in securities identified as
ESG category 4. The Fund will not invest in securities with ESG category 5. In addition, the Investment Manager
will assess climate related transition readiness and net zero alignment of issuers with a focus on supporting
the energy transition by limiting exposure over time to companies which are categorized as 3 -Transitioning, 4 Unprepared, or 5 - Laggard.
Risks
Credit: An issuer of bonds may be unable to make payments due to the Fund (known as a default). The value of
bonds may fall as default becomes more likely. Both default and expected default may cause the Fund’s value
to fall. High yield bonds generally offer higher returns because of their higher default risk and investment grade
bonds generally offer lower returns because of their lower default risk.
Liquidity: The Fund’s value may fall if bonds become more difficult to trade or value due to market conditions or
a lack of supply and demand. This risk increases where the Fund invests in high yield, off-benchmark or emerging
market bonds.
Full details of risks are disclosed in the ‘Risk Factors’ section of the Fund Supplement to the Prospectus.
‡‡ Source: Lipper, NAV to NAV, noon prices, GBP, income reinvested, net of ongoing charges, excluding entry or exit charges, S (Acc) shares.
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Performance summary
The table below shows the performance of our ethical and sustainable funds against their respective Investment Association sectors or
benchmark as appropriate.
YTD

1 year

3 years

5 years

7 years

Since launch†

Aegon Ethical Equity Fund*

-28.72%

-27.68%

-6.92%

-6.93%

8.94%

795.16%

UK All Companies sector median

-14.43%

-13.08%

-1.54%

4.22%

32.30%

795.16%

4th

4th

3rd

4th

4th

2nd

Aegon Sustainable Equity Fund*

-31.03%

-32.34%

2.54%

14.10%

74.45%

857.31%

Global sector median %

-12.46%

-7.95%

21.05%

44.30%

112.85%

1,693.89%

4th

4th

4th

4th

4th

4th

Aegon UK Sustainable Opportunities Fund*

-30.46%

-30.13%

-6.95%

-4.94%

15.55%

92.23%

UK All Companies sector median

-14.43%

-13.08%

-1.54%

4.22%

32.30%

96.67%

4

4

3

4

4

3rd

Aegon Global Sustainable Equity Fund*

-30.33%

-31.89%

29.73%

53.65%

-

114.37%

MSCI All Countries Index (£)

-9.41%

-3.71%

25.01%

53.11%

-

102.79%

Aegon Ethical Corporate Bond Fund**

-21.66%

-21.48%

-16.96%

-9.48%

0.25%

104.59%

Sterling Corporate Bond sector median

-21.88%

-21.80%

-17.28%

-9.61%

1.81%

103.27%

2nd

2nd

2nd

2nd

3rd

2nd

Aegon Ethical Cautious Managed Fund*

-25.29%

-24.58%

-11.17%

-9.21%

1.92%

67.60%

Mixed Investment (20%-60% shares) sector median

-11.95%

-10.58%

-0.78%

6.14%

27.62%

67.51%

4th

4th

4th

4th

4th

2nd

Aegon Sustainable Diversified Growth Fund*

-17.68%

-14.72%

1.43%

3.36%

-

34.06%

UK RPI +4%

12.81%

16.34%

32.37%

51.68%

-

95.15%

Aegon Global Short Dated Climate Transition Fund‡

-5.28%

-5.61%

-

-

-

-5.11%

SONIA 3 Month GBP

0.71%

0.73%

-

-

-

0.75%

To 30 September 2022

Quartile ranking

Quartile ranking

Quartile ranking

Quartile ranking

Quartile ranking

th

th

rd

th

th

*Source: Lipper, NAV to NAV, noon prices, GBP, income reinvested, net of ongoing charges, excluding entry or exit charges, B (Acc) shares.
**Source: Lipper, NAV to NAV, noon prices, GBP, income reinvested, net of ongoing charges, excluding entry or exit charges, net of 20% income tax in periods before 06/04/2017, B (Acc) shares.
‡Source: Lipper, NAV to NAV, noon prices, GBP, income reinvested, net of ongoing charges, excluding entry or exit charges, S (Acc) shares.
The primary share class for Aegon Ethical Equity Fund, Aegon Ethical Corporate Bond Fund and Aegon Ethical Cautious Managed Fund changed from A to B with effect from 31 December 2013.
Performance shown prior to this date is simulated using an existing share class.
†Launch dates for Aegon Ethical Equity Fund is 17 April 1989, Aegon Ethical Corporate Bond Fund is 28 April 2000, Aegon Sustainable Equity Fund is 30 October 1987, Aegon Ethical Cautious
Managed Fund is 1 March 2007 and Aegon Global Sustainable Equity Fund is 21 April 2016. Aegon Global Short Dated Climate Transition Fund launched on 4 March 2021 as Aegon Short Dated
Investment Grade Bond Fund and was updated on 15 July 2022. The Aegon Sustainable Diversified Growth Fund launched on 30 July 2010 as the Kames Inflation Linked Fund. Performance is shown
from 1 September 2013 and reflects the new objective of the fund at that date before it converted to a sustainable mandate in April 2021.
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Aegon Ethical Equity Fund and Aegon UK Sustainable Opportunities Fund: Performance comparator: Investment Association All UK Companies Sector. Investors are
invited to compare the Fund’s performance against the performance of other funds within the Investment Association All UK Companies Sector. Comparison of the Fund
against this Sector will give investors an indication of how the Fund is performing compared with Funds investing in a similar but not identical investment universe and
comprising ethical and non-ethically screened funds, demonstrating the value of the Fund’s ethical screen against non-ethically screened funds. This comparison should be
performed over at least a 7 year period to provide the most useful long term comparison.
Aegon Ethical Corporate Bond Fund: Performance comparator: Investment Association Sterling Corporate Bond Sector. Investors are invited to compare the Fund’s
performance against the performance of other funds within this Sector. Comparison of the Fund against this Sector will give investors an indication of how the Fund is
performing compared with Funds investing in a similar but not identical investment universe and comprising ethical and non-ethically screened funds, demonstrating the
value of the Fund’s ethical screen against non-ethically screened funds. This comparison should be performed over at least a 7 year period to provide the most useful long
term comparison.
Aegon Ethical Cautious Managed Fund: Performance comparator: Investment Association Mixed 20-60% Sector. Investors are invited to compare the Fund’s performance
against the performance of other funds within this Sector. Comparison of the Fund against this Sector will give investors an indication of how the Fund is performing
compared with Funds holding similar equity ranges. The above comparison should be performed over at least a 7 year period to provide the most useful long term
comparison.
Aegon Sustainable Diversified Growth Fund: Target Benchmark: RPI+4%. UK RPI is selected as a commonly accepted measure of UK inflation. We consider that exceeding
RPI by at least 4% over 5 years is an attractive return and therefore an appropriate target benchmark in relation to which the Fund is managed. Comparison of the Fund’s
performance against the target benchmark will allow investors to determine whether and to what extent the Fund has delivered returns in excess of inflation. Any
comparison of the Fund’s performance against this benchmark should be performed over a five-year period to provide the most useful medium term comparison.
Aegon Sustainable Equity Fund: Performance comparator: Investment Association Global Sector. Investors are invited to compare the Fund’s performance against the
performance of other funds within this Sector. Comparison of the Fund against this Sector will give investors an indication of how the Fund is performing compared with Funds
investing in a similar but not identical investment universe. The comparison should be performed over at least a 7 year period to provide the most useful long term comparison.

News
Two additional co-managers appointed for sustainable funds
We recently appointed two new co-managers on our Global and UK equity sustainable funds
Claire Marwick is a member
of the global equities team
and became a co-manager
of the Global Sustainable
Equity strategies in May. Prior
to joining the firm in 2021,
Claire worked for Edinburgh
Partners, a subsidiary of
Franklin Templeton, where she held global equity research and
portfolio management roles. Before that, she was a portfolio
manager at Martin Currie, after beginning her career with roles
at UBS and Alliance. Claire is a holder of the CFA Certificate in
ESG Investing and is passionate about ESG investing. Claire joins
Malcolm McPartlin as co-manager of the global sustainable equity
strategies. Malcolm took over management of the funds in
May 2020.

Sajeer Ahmed is a member
of Aegon AM’s global equities
team and co-manages the UK
Sustainable Opportunities
Fund. He also contributes to
idea generation and analysis for
other portfolios, with a focus on
UK small and mid-cap stocks.
As a member of the equity team he has helped to formalise our
approach to ESG integration. Before joining Aegon AM in 2017,
Sajeer was a manager in PwC’s Corporate Finance department,
specialising in infrastructure and energy. He has completed all three
levels of the CFA and the chartered accountancy qualification. He
teams up with Audrey Ryan who has managed the fund since it
launched in 2007 and has a wealth of experience in managing UK
portfolios with ethical and sustainable credentials.

Aegon AM retains status as signatory to
UK Stewardship Code

Aegon AM presents at Ethical Finance
Global

Aegon AM has met the demanding standards required
by the Financial Reporting Council (FRC) to retain our
status as a signatory to The UK Stewardship Code

In September Aegon AM participated in the Ethical
Finance Global 2022 in Edinburgh, organised by the
Global Ethical Finance Initiative (GEFI). This is the
premier global event in ethical finance, and was themed
‘ESG in a Volatile World: Profit, Principles or Politics’.

The Code sets high stewardship standards for those investing
money on behalf of UK savers and pensioners, and those that
support them. Signatories must report on their stewardship
activities and are reviewed annually by the FRC to remain on the list.

“

“

Miranda Beacham, Head of ESG –
Equities & Multi-Asset

In 2021 we were proud
to be named in the first
group of signatories to the
revised 2020 Code. This
achievement demonstrates
our continued commitment
to effective stewardship and
the principles and purpose
of the Code. We strongly
support the FRC’s work to
progress the disclosure and
application of their standards.
We will continue to enhance
our approach to remain
aligned with the Code, the
expectations of our clients,
and our wider commitment to
responsible investing.

Aegon AM’s Irina Kurochkina (pictured) spoke about aligning
sovereign bond investing with the UN Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs). Irina is co-manager of the Aegon Global Sustainable
Sovereign Bond Fund, which was the first investment fund to be
included on GEFI’s SDG Financial Products platform, a collaboration
between GEFI and the United Nations Development Programme to
facilitate the development of innovative financial products that are
SDG-aligned.
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2023 UK Ethical Investor Survey launched
Every two years we formally ask UK investors and their advisers for their views on ethical investing. This helps to
ensure that our range of specialist ethical and sustainable funds reflect changes in society and remain relevant to
the needs of investors.
Although our approach to ethical screening has remained broadly consistent over more than three decades, we have evolved our policies to
incorporate new ethical issues as they have arisen.
We have launched our 2022-23 survey and will be canvassing investors and advisers over the next three months. To contribute your views,
please complete the survey, which should take 5-10 minutes.

www.aegonam.com/ethicalsurvey2023
We will publish the results early in 2023 and share with respondents.

In brief

Events and webinars
The balance has finally tipped in favour of physical as opposed to virtual events this year. We have enjoyed participating and having
good discussions on a face to face basis with many of you in the last 6 months or so.
In June we hosted a webinar with our global sustainable equity team where we gave an update on the strategy
and took questions from the live audience. Just before the summer holidays commenced we took part in the
Square Mile Responsible Pathway event in the lovely surroundings of Kings College Cambridge.
Aegon AM Global Head of Responsible investment, Brunno Maradei, took part in a panel discussing responsible
investment in practice and spent time networking with attendees from the advisory and wealth management
community.
In September we took part in two Investment Week events where we spoke on
responsible investment – at the Fixed income Market Focus Iain Buckle presented on the
Aegon Global Short Dated Climate Transition Fund and at the Sustainable Investment
Market Focus event Malcolm McPartlin spoke on sustainability megatrends and the long
term nature of sustainable investing.
Finally in October we joined SRI services again at their Good Money Week event where
Georgina Laird, Senior Responsible Investment Associate, participated in a panel session
discussing ‘Why it matters where sustainable funds invest’.
We look forward to seeing you again in 2023 at in person events.

Sustainable Perspectives

POWER SHOWER
How hydro storage can keep energy flowing
October has seen the weather in the United Kingdom
turn wet and windy. While such weather makes
hillwalking more of a challenge, it is certainly a
welcome sight to see the UK’s wind turbines whirring
away productively.
Over the course of the week to 7th October, the share of electricity
generation from renewable energy sources shot up to 50%. So
productive were the UK’s windfarms that we were exporting our
surplus electricity to our European neighbours via a network of
interconnectors. However, the wind doesn’t always blow, and the
sun doesn’t always shine. It is no surprise then that the share of
electricity generated from renewable sources over the course of the
last 12 months was a more modest 28%.
Figure 1 – Last week the UK generated most of its electricity
needs from renewable energy. Indeed for most of the week we
were able to export our surplus to Europe.
Past week: Average demand 25.6GW

22%

30%
Fossil fuels
Renewables
Nuclear and other

48%

Figure 2 – However, over the last year renewable energy was
only 28% of generation.
Past year: Average demand 29.3 GW

22%
27%

However, the hilly geology of large parts of the UK lends itself
ideally to the existing and proven technology of pumped hydro
storage. Pumped hydro is based on two reservoirs at different
elevations. When there is surplus electricity generation, water is
pumped from the lower reservoir to the upper reservoir. When
demand for electricity outstrips supply, water is released from the
upper reservoir and turns a turbine to generate electricity.
SSE Renewables is currently in the process of undertaking
exploratory works for the UK’s largest pumped hydro scheme
called Coire Glas. Situated in the Scottish Highlands, this 1500MW
scheme could store enough energy to power three million homes
for 24 hours. That is more than 10% of UK households. One cannot
help but notice that fast tracking schemes such as Coire Glas could
help accelerate the UK’s journey to net zero.
While it makes sense to direct capital towards new and emerging
technologies we must recognise these technologies often have a
long lead time to commercialisation. To borrow from the political
parlance, our focus must thus turn also to the ‘oven ready’
technologies which can be implemented today such as pumped
hydro storage.
After all, we have the wind, we just need somewhere to store the
energy it can generate for us.

30%
Fossil fuels

45%

As well as reliable baseload, energy storage is a key component
to solving the intermittency of renewable energy sources. Energy
storage technologies are not keeping pace with energy generating
technology, and as we progress further in the latter field, we are
only losing out in the former. Headlines typically focus on the
revolutionary new storage technologies such as battery storage,
green hydrogen, or even gravity-based systems. Yet many of these
technologies are still emerging and may possibly take years to
achieve commercial scale. Unfortunately, storing energy in the likes
of a battery requires a large amount of investment. Furthermore,
due to a lack of standardisation of battery storage, often it
requires individual energy generating projects to have specialised
equipment, again only adding to the cost.

About the author

Renewables

Sajeer Ahmed is a member of
Aegon AM’s global equities team
and co-manages the Aegon UK
Sustainable Opportunities Fund.

Nuclear and other

28%
48%

Source: https://grid.iamkate.com/

As we transition to net zero, a key question becomes how do
we bridge the gaps between intermittent generation and fairly
predictable demand? This question has taken on renewed urgency
given natural gas, hitherto marketed as a reliable transition fuel,
has proven itself to be an erratic source of energy due to the
conflict in Ukraine.

Sajeer Ahmed
Investment Manager

Read more at www.aegonam.com/soapbox

Sustainable Perspectives

Fasten your seatbelts!
As the US accelerates its move into
the electric vehicle industry
In August, President Biden signed the Inflation Reduction Act into
law − the biggest incentive package to promote clean energy in
US history. It covers many facets of clean energy and renewables,
including electric vehicles. So will this legislation usher in a
bonanza for electric vehicle (EV) suppliers in the US?...

The Act promises about $386 billion of energy and climate
spending over the next decade, made up of various tax credits
and incentives to encourage companies to invest in renewable
technologies and consumers to purchase energy efficient products.
And as the fine print reveals, it also strongly promotes the
onshoring of clean energy technology within the United States.

The United States, in contrast, has been a laggard in the adoption
of electric vehicles by consumers, and also in establishing its
position in the EV battery industry, despite the prominence of
Tesla. Again from the IEA, the US had 57 gigawatt hours of electric
vehicle battery capacity in 2021, or 7% of the global total, and had
a negligible position in the EV battery supply chain.

Buyers of electric vehicles can qualify for up to $7,500 of credit
per car as long as the vehicle had its final assembly in North
America. Additionally, a proportion of the value of certain critical
minerals contained in its battery must have been extracted
or processed in the US or in a country with which the US has
a free trade agreement, or must have been recycled in North
America. That proportion starts at 40% and will rise thereafter.
A proportion of the value of the battery components must have
been manufactured or assembled in North America, starting at
half and increasing over time. A car which otherwise qualifies
will be disqualified if it contains any critical minerals or battery
components processed or manufactured by a ‘foreign entity
of concern’, of which China is one example. And as it relates
to EV battery production, generous subsidies are available to
manufacturers for building EV battery plants in the United States.

The US is clearly using its subsidy dollars not just to encourage
the take-up of EVs but also to stake its industrial claim to the EV
battery business. Over the next couple of years, we can speculate
that the application of the restrictions on battery parts mentioned
in the Act may end up being watered down or applied only to
certain parts of the supply chain, given the practical constraints
of China’s position today. In any case, as battery costs fall and
performance improves, and as charging networks are built out,
we don’t believe that subsidies are necessary for EV adoption,
although they would certainly speed it up. But in the medium term,
significant additional capacity is needed at every stage of the
electric vehicle supply chain. The US is trying to ensure that new
capacity is on its own shores, or at least in those of countries with
which it trades freely.

“

We believe the car industry in the US will ally with established
Korean and Japanese battery makers, parts makers, and materials
producers to build its position in EV batteries. In our view this
presents a great opportunity for those companies; we highlight
Samsung SDI - a Korea-based technological leader in electric
vehicle batteries, which already has plans to build an EV battery
facility in the United States in conjunction with Stellantis, the Fiat
Chrysler Peugeot car group, as one potentially underappreciated
beneficiary.

“

How many electric vehicles will
actually meet these criteria?

Currently the answer is not many, given China’s pivotal role in the
manufacture and supply chain of EV batteries.
The EV battery industry is dominated by Chinese companies.
CATL is the leader with about one third share of the market, and
compatriot BYD has an additional single digit market share. Korean
and Japanese companies such as LG Energy and Panasonic make
up most of the rest of the industry. There are other smaller players,
and in Europe there are plans to ramp up capacity substantially, but
the established makers with a healthy technology and capacity lead
are Asian, and especially Chinese.
China’s presence also extends to the supply chain for electric
vehicle batteries. According to the International Energy Agency
(IEA), about 70% of cathodes (negative electrodes) and 85%
of anodes (positive electrodes) for EV batteries are produced in
China. And over half of the world’s processing and refining capacity
for the critical metals from which batteries are made – lithium,
cobalt and graphite – is located in China. Chinese companies have
done a fantastic job of establishing themselves as pivotal to the
manufacture of this critical piece of equipment.

About the author

Claire Marwick

Claire Marwick, Investment
Manager, is a member of the global
equities team with responsibility
for co-managing our Global
Sustainable Equity Fund. Claire
became a co-manager of the Fund
on 1 May 2022.

Investment Manager

Read more at www.aegonam.com/soapbox
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Looking to the future
As advances in technology change the way we live, the pace of change is being turbo-charged by the need to
combat climate change.
Following on from the articles featured in the last edition we now examine the future of education, the home, transportation, energy,
drug discovery and agriculture.

EDUCATION

HOME

www.aegonam.com/en/
aegon-insights/responsibleinvesting/future-ofeducation/

www.aegonam.com/
en/aegon-insights/
responsible-investing/thefuture-of-the-home//

ENERGY

DRUG DISCOVERY

AGRICULTURE

www.aegonam.com/en/
aegon-insights/responsibleinvesting/the-future-ofenergy/

www.aegonam.com/en/
aegon-insights/responsibleinvesting/the-future-ofdrug-discovery/

www.aegonam.com/en/
aegon-insights/responsibleinvesting/the-future-ofagriculture/

TRANSPORTATION
www.aegonam.com/en/
aegon-insights/responsibleinvesting/the-futureof-planes-trains-andautomobiles/

Read more at www.aegonam.com/soapbox

Aegon Sustainable Equity Fund

Five Five
Five questions in five minutes - watch the latest update
from the fund managers

Watch now >
Beyond
borders

TM

Insitutional Quarterly Page 6

Contact us
www.aegonam.com/sustainable
www.twitter.com/aegonamuk
linkedin.com/company/aegonam
www.aegonam.com/insights
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Aegon Asset Management’s investment management capabilities: they are not investment recommendations, research or advice.
Sources used are deemed reliable by Aegon Asset Management at the time of writing. Please note that this marketing is not prepared in
accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research, and is not subject to any prohibition on
dealing by Aegon Asset Management or its employees ahead of its publication.
Fund Charges are taken from income but will be taken from capital where income is insufficient to cover charges.
Yield for Aegon Ethical Corporate Bond Fund B GBP Acc share class at 30 September 2022. Source: Aegon Asset Management UK.
All investments contain risk and may lose value. Responsible investing is qualitative and subjective by nature, and there is no guarantee
that the criteria utilized, or judgement exercised, by any company of Aegon Asset Management will reflect the beliefs or values of any
one particular investor. Responsible investing norms differ by region. There is no assurance that the responsible investing strategy and
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All data is sourced to Aegon Asset Management UK plc unless otherwise stated. The document is accurate at the time of writing but is
subject to change without notice.
Data attributed to a third party (“3rd Party Data”) is proprietary to that third party and/or other suppliers (the “Data Owner”) and is used by
Aegon Asset Management UK under licence. 3rd Party Data: (i) may not be copied or distributed; and (ii) is not warranted to be accurate,
complete or timely. None of the Data Owner, Aegon Asset Management UK or any other person connected to, or from whom Aegon Asset
Management sources, 3rd Party Data is liable for any losses or liabilities arising from use of 3rd Party Data.
Aegon Asset Management UK plc is the ACD of Aegon Asset Management UK ICVC, Aegon Asset Management UK Investment Portfolios
ICVC and the AFM of Aegon Asset Management UK Unit Trust. UK Funds are registered for distribution in the UK only. UK Funds referenced
are: Aegon Ethical Corporate Bond Fund, Aegon Ethical Equity Fund, Aegon Ethical Cautious Managed Fund, Aegon Sustainable Diversified
Growth Fund, Aegon Sustainable Equity Fund and Aegon UK Sustainable Opportunities Fund.
Aegon Asset Management Investment Company (Ireland) Plc (AAMICI) is an umbrella type open-ended investment company which
is authorised and regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland. Aegon Investment Management B.V. (Aegon AM NL) is the appointed
management company. Funds referenced are: Aegon Global Sustainable Equity Fund and Aegon Global Short Dated Climate Transition
Fund. Aegon AM NL is registered with and supervised by the Dutch Authority for Financial Markets (AFM). Aegon AM UK markets AAMICI in
the UK. Aegon Asset Management UK plc (Aegon AM UK) is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
Please note that not all sub-funds and shareclasses may be available in each jurisdiction. This document is marketing and does not
constitute an offer or solicitation to buy any fund(s) mentioned. No promotion or offer is intended other than where the fund(s) is/are
authorised for distribution. Please visit www.aegonam.com/en/contact/ for an English summary of investor rights and more information
on access to collective redress mechanisms. 					
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